
THE DEVELOPMENT OF WRITING AND VISIBLE LANGUAGE HAD ITS

EARLIEST ORIGINS IN

Some of the earliest examples of visual communications known are the Paleolithic The development of writing and
visible language had its earliest origins in.

In Greece, the owl symbolized Athena, and the image of an owl on a Greek coin indicates that it was minted in
Athens. About three hundred years later, writing speed was increased by replacing the sharp-pointed stylus
with a triangular-tipped one. The characters were now composed of a series of wedge-shaped strokes rather
than a continuous line drawing Fig. Many of the petroglyphs are pictographs, and some may be ideographs, or
symbols to represent ideas or concepts. For nearly fifteen centuries, people looked with fascination upon
Egyptian hieroglyphs without understanding their meaning. One theory holds that the origin of visible
language evolved from the need to identify the contents of sacks and pottery containers used to store food.
And with that you had the need to keep track of goods and labor and production. A means of identifying the
author of a clay cuneiform table certifying commercial documents and contracts and proving the authority of
religious and royal proclamations was needed. One started from the direction in which the living creatures
were facing. In the tall grass, they began to stand erect. Abstract geometric signs, including dots, squares, and
other configurations, are intermingled with the animals in many cave paintings. His progress toward
translating hieroglyphics enabled other nineteenth-century Egyptologists to unlock the mysteries of Egyptian
history and culture silently preserved in hieroglyphics. Its vast, multistory brick temples were constructed as a
series of recessed levels, becoming smaller toward the top of the shrine. The dawning of visible language, the
magnificent gift to the future of mankind that was writing, passed forward to Egypt and Phoenicia.
Champollion gathered all the cartouches he could find from the Greco-Roman era and quickly translated
eighty, building a large vocabulary of glyphs in the process. The symbol for sun, for example, began to
represent ideas such as "day" and "light. The development of writing and visible language had its earliest
origins in simple pictures, for a close connection exists between the drawing of pictures and the marking of
writing. An intricate system of god-man relationships was developed. The earliest written records are tablets
from the city of Uruk an ancient city of Sumer and later Babylonia, situated east of the present bed of the
Euphrates river. Prehistoric visual communications Early human markings found in Africa are over , years old.
Meggs All right reserved. Evidence such as the bone and ivory tags found in the ancient Egyptian city of
Abydos in the late s, dating to around the same time as Mesopotamian cuneiform, marks these four instances
in human history when writing was invented from scratch by a single person or by a group of people. The
culture established by the Sumerians conquered the invaders in turn, and the sequence of ruling peoples who
dominated Mesopotamia during its long history include Akkadians, Assyrians, Babylonians, and Chaldeans.
By the late Paleolithic period, some petroglyphs and pictographs had been reduced to the point of almost
resembling letters. The first form of writing and earliest written records are tablets from the Mesopotamian
city of Uruk. It is believed that we evolved from a species that lived in the southern part of Africa. It is
believed that we evolved from a species that lived in the southern part of Africa. In Mesopotamian terms, such
important facts might include the answers to questions like: Who delivered their taxes in the form of crops?
Champollion assigned sounds to the three glyphs found in both words: p, o, and I.


